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Chairperson

On behalf of the FITSPA Board, allow me to share
New Year regards with you and also invite you to
the 3rd editon of the FITSPA newsletter where we
share highlights from across the industry.

FITSPA has gained experience and learnings in
building a member-based community, delivering
value for its community, and keeping members
engaged. 

Weetracker recently reported that investment into
the African continent had risen by up to 134%.
Indicating that as per 30th June 2022, a total of
$2.78 billion had flowed into the continent
compared to last year when only $1.19 billion had
been raised.

We have, therefore, decided to explore ways in
which we can discuss and position our businesses
both Ugandan founded and multinational, to find
out how we can benefit from the investment
flowing in and how we can create viable
partnerships for the benefit of the ecosystem.

Among our core values is to bring together the diverse parts of the community to
encourage open dialogue, collaboration and co-creation while building an innovative

ecosystem that operates in the most conducive environment. 
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FITSPA is a hub for all regulators of Uganda’s Fintech
community. We continue to work with industry
regulators because we believe the regulatory
framework will foster local and international
partnerships, investment opportunities for the sector
and continue to spur innovation. The Association aims
to create a conducive environment to stimulate
innovation in the financial services sector. We also
work to increase access to affordable financial
services through ICT and the promotion of financial
inclusion in a sustainable way.

Ladies and gentlemen.

Last year, our objective was to ensure that
Fintechs and their partners operate in a safe and
regulated environment. We are happy to report
that we have covered good milage regarding
regulation, cyber security and other policy
advocacy work. To date, we have up to 21
regulated fintech businesses and many more
are on the journey to being licensed by the Bank
of Uganda. 

According to the State of the Fintech Landscape
Report published by FITSPA last year, it was
noted that 57% of the Fintechs in Uganda are
sustained by self-funding. For a key enabler, this
is too high, and we would like to diversify and
improve the sources of funding for fintechs
operating in Uganda.
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Attract greater investment and build capacity for the industry
to create cutting edge quality solutions that directly address
pain points of their customers.

Bring together the diverse parts of the community and
encourage open dialogue, collaboration and co-creation to
support the fintech ecosystem through the development of
robust, reliable technology.

ABOUT FITSPA 

Learn from existing leaders and nurture the next generation of
talent, attract greater investment and build capacity for the
industry to create cutting edge quality solutions that directly
address pain points of their customers.
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To help create a conducive environment that stimulates
innovation in Uganda’s financial services sector.

To act as a catalyst in the development of Uganda’s financial
services industry that accelerates inclusive socio-economic
growth towards attaining the desired middle income status.

MISSION

VISION

GOALS
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MILESTONES

FITSPA celebrated 5 years of growth as an
Association and its membership which
currently  stands at 194 members.

To-date upto 21 fintechs have acquired
licences from Bank of Uganda. 

Fitspa celebrates this achievement with its
members and continues to hand hold its
members as they pursue this journey.
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THE STATE OF FINTECH IN UGANDA 
REPORT

The study was released to the
stakeholders on Thursday 10th March
2022.

MILESTONES
At a glance

In partnership with aBi Finance, the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation and the
Central Bank of Uganda, FITSPA
commissioned Deloitte to undertake a
detailed, industry-backed analysis of
the Uganda fintech industry. 

Guide further academic studies and
research into the industry to enable
informed decision making.

Obtain insight into the indigenous
fintech trends for stakeholders to gain
wholesome understanding of the
market.

Assist in comparative statistics to
benchmark the indigenous market
against the global market.

To gain an understanding of the product
and service gaps and facilitate
innovation.

To provide exposure to Fintechs’
contribution to the development of the
economy and gain even more
entrenchment.
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The aim of the study was to:



 

As part of its efforts to ensure a regulated eco-system, FITSPA
designed toolkits to ensure members have the right information
to acquire licenses from the different regulatory bodies.
Altogether, FITSPA developed six toolkits that are now readily
available online for members.

MILESTONES
Development of Toolkits

These are the following toolkits available for fintechs at www.fitspa.ug:

Consumer Protection
Toolkit

NPS Sandbox
Toolkit

E-Tax Toolkit Tax Toolkit

National Payment
Systems (License

Categories Toolkit)

FITSPA DSPPA Toolkit
(The Data Protection
and Privacy Act 2019

Toolkit) FITSPA NEWSLETTER  7
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Partnerships: Partners are going to be key
for delivery of services and this year we
were able to ink partnerships with Iotech
Limited and Design without Borders. We
also initiated conversations that will result
in partnerships in 2023 with potential
partners in health, energy, education, and
AI sectors.

Highlights Elijah Kitaka

Head engineering Stanbic Bank / CEO FEZA.

Cloud Set up: Flyhub will be providing
digitization services in the form of digital
platform building and hosting, data analytics
and process automation through our Amazon
Web services Cloud, which we were able to
land and set up this year in line with Standard
Bank Group principles of customer protection
and service quality. We are also registered with
NITA-U as a provider of software services and
data management services having been
registered under the Data protection office of
the same regulator. 
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02 Revenue earned from Platform
development services: Flyhub has built  its
own platform which will be launched in 2023.
It has also landed multiple projects within
the Standard Group. As 2023 rolls on, we will
be going to market having proved we can
deliver working solutions to internal partners
too. 

03 Learning community building: Held a
L.O.V.E campaign day. As part of the
activities, we trained students and
entrepreneurs on the principles of software
development for financial institutions as
well as on the significance of cloud and
data analytics. 
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The Switch News Update
 Here’s what we have been up to!
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Payment Innovation Jury Report 

For about two decades now, Interswitch has not only
shared its technology in Africa’s major markets, but it
has also expanded out of the continent and into
countries like Germany to keep on top of the trends
and to bring businesses with technology solutions
which simplify access to financial services for the final
customer. To mark 20 years on the African continent
this year, one of our major highlights has been our
partnership with major ecosystem stakeholders like the
Payment Innovation Jury, the World bank and Global
Processing Services to publish the 2022 edition of the
Global Payments Innovation Jury Report, a resource
that we believe will be of value to the Financial Services
jurisdictions in which we operate. 

The Report unpacks the myths and the realities in the
payments space across the globe with a focus on
trending topics like Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL), Central
Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs), opportunities or
inertia presented by payments Data among others. It is
a pleasure to share a copy of the Global 

With the agency banking solution, Gamswitch will
be able to provide a shared agency banking
platform for all banks in the Gambia to enable
them to do realtime deposits, withdraws and a
variety of other value-added services like bill-
payments, airtime, utility payments and mobile
money.

Gamswitch is currently the only Electronic
Payment Switch that operates on a national scale
and is the National Payment Switch for The
Gambia. It provides a robust platform for the full
online integration of all commercial banks,
financial institutions, billing systems, international
payment gateways and electronic channels such
as ATMs, POS, Web and Mobile.

The Gambia – Deployment of Agency
Banking

Interswitch recently deployed its agency banking
solution to Gamswitch, an Electronic Payment
Switch that operates on a national scale in The
Gambia. 



The Verve Payment scheme launched  twofold
payment solution at EBO Sacco in Mbarara City in
Western Uganda. This innovation is set to digitize the
process of accessing financial services for EBO SACCO
members by allowing them to transact at their nearest
Quickteller agent locations and to access their funds at
over 630 Interswitch enabled ATMs across the country. 

The Report unpacks the myths and the realities in the
payments space across the globe with a focus on
trending topics like Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL), Central
Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs), opportunities or
inertia presented by payments Data among others. It is
a pleasure to share a copy of the Global 
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The new development drives convenience for SACCO
members, offering them the advantage of proximity.
Typically, the brick-and-mortar format of accessing
financial services required SACCO members to travel
to an EBO Sacco branch to transact. 

Interswitch has however simplified the process by
enabling Quickteller agent locations to become
additional touch points. Established shops, Dduukas,
and mobile money outlets, which operate using the
Quickteller platform have also been converted into
touch points for the EBO Sacco customer. 

As a technology company, Interswitch is on a mission
to create technology solutions that connect and
empower individuals, businesses, and communities.
The EBO Sacco Verve card will also allow EBO Sacco
customers to access funds from over 600 ATMs
across the country. 
 
Our commitment to driving inclusion in East Africa
with optimum agility is at the heart of what we do, as
this new chapter unfolds, we continue to aim to
inspire Africa to greatness. 

Press conference held at the EBO Sacco
Head office in Bwizi Bwera, Mbarara District. Verve Card Launch 

- EBO Sacco 



Hamwe East Africa scooped the Most Active
Ecosystem Support Organization in Cape Town at
the Africa Arena event that took place in
November 2022.
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Chipper Cash Uganda launched a virtual card, that. 
 allows one to make payments and shop globally from
the comfort of their mobile phone. 

FutureLink Technologies was named Platinum
winner of Product Innovation of the Year at the
2022 Global SME Finance Forum Awards on
September 20th, 2022.

This is the first time an African company wins this
highest award in the category, attesting to the rise
of industry changing innovations on the continent.  
The Award was received by Vincent Tumwijukye,
Co-Founder and CEO.

Hamwe East Africa  scoops
global award 

Chipper Cash unveils
virtual card  

Future Link wins global
SME Award 

NUMIDA   raises   
 $12.3m
YC-backed fintech, Numida raises $12.3milion led
by Serena Ventures to extend loans to MSMEs
beyond Uganda.



SafeBoda introduces cashless convenience to the
transport industry with SafeCar.
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Pan African payment solutions company, Chipper
Cash, says it is closing on a deal to acquire Zoona, an
agent-based financial services company operating in
Zambia. The acquisition is part of Chipper’s drive to
expand across the continent while also being seen as
an opportunity to improve payment and remittance
services.  

According to Ham Serunjogi, "this will allow us to better
serve individuals and businesses while also expanding
our physical footprint across the continent."

Xente, a financial technology platform that offers
business payments solutions, in September 2022,
announced its partnership with Visa, a global
leader in digital payments to issue virtual and
physical visa business cards across businesses by
enabling them make payments to online and
offline vendors, disburse money, and manage
business expenses.

SafeBoda launches SafeCar

Chipper Cash to acquire
Zambian fintech, Zoona

Xente partners with Visa,
Ecobank to launch virtual,
physical business cards

“We are proud to work with Visa to launch the
first corporate card by a Fintech company in East
and Central Africa. Managing a business and its
money had become more complex; teams are
distributed and remote, payments to vendors are
online and global, business is digital. Our solution
will help finance and accounting teams manage
this complexity in a one-stop platform. We will
save companies a lot of money and countless
person-hours, “ said Allan Rwakatunga, Xente’s
founder and CEO.



According to the MFS Africa’s statement, the new
investment will allow it to achieve four objectives.
First, continue its expansion plans across Africa. It
will also help it further integrate into the global
digital payment ecosystem, then expand into Asia
and create cross-border payments synergies with
Africa via a joint venture with LUN Partners and,
finllay, carry out its growth plans for BAXI, a startup it
acquired late last year. 
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Pan-African digital payments network MFS Africa
has raised $100 million in equity and debt,
additional funding that takes its Series C round to
$200 million. African investment manager Admaius
Capital Partners led the new round.

Ugandan startup gnuGrid has increased the size
of its seed funding round to US$612,500 as it pivots
its product offering to move into the fintech space.

MFS Africa raises additional
equity and debt capital to
take its Series C to $200M

Uganda’s gnuGrid raises
$612k seed round as it pivots
into fintech space

The startup kicked off the year with a capital
raise, which it has since added to in order to close
its seed round at US$612,500. The cash comes
from a handful of individual angel investors, and
gives gnuGrid a pre-money valuation of US$6.25
million. The startup initially raised US$50,000 in
2019 to develop its tech engine, pilot, and launch
the product into the market.

Cente-Tech & UNCDF
announced in August
2022, that they are
working together to
create a single digital
marketplace for
farmers.

https://disrupt-africa.com/2019/11/26/ugandan-payg-solar-startup-gnugrid-raises-50k-seed-funding/
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In recognition of its sustained impact and defining
contributions to the Fintech industry in Africa,
Africa’s leading integrated payments and digital
commerce company, Interswitch, has emerged as
the Fintech of the Year in the 2022 African Banker
Awards.

The award, which was presented in Accra, Ghana
during the African Development Bank (AfDB)
Annual Meetings, not only underscores Interswitch’s
position as a leader in the Fintech space, it also
reaffirms the company’s outstanding role in
accelerating digital payment on the African
continent and its contributions to the financial
sector’s growth.

ChapChap, a Ugandan fintech startup that
creates reliable financial profiles for MSMEs, has
secured a funding round from Nordic Impact
Funds to accelerate its commercial growth and
social impact creation. 

Interswitch Emerges ‘Fintech
of the Year’ at the 2022
African Banker Awards.

Ugandan fintech startup
ChapChap secures funding
round

The undisclosed investment came from Nordic
Impact Funds, and will help ChapChap Africa
scale its solution beyond Uganda. 

FinTech Tugende nets $10m in
equity and debt. The funding
was provided by Partech and
Women’s World Banking, as
well as another unnamed
investor.

“We are very excited to start out 2022 with this
capital injection to accelerate our expansion
within and beyond the Ugandan market. We are
already servicing more than 20,000 MSMEs in
Uganda. This injection is to facilitate digital
capacity and financial inclusion for a million
customers,” said Emmanuel Emodek, co-founder
and managing director of ChapChap.
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Ugandan Fintech Asaak announced it raised $30
million from a group of investors to support its
business. The company provides credit to
motorcycle cab (boda boda) drivers based on
their personal and financial data.

Asaak claims it has financed the purchase of 5,000
motorcycles since it started operations in Uganda
in 2016. The company also subsidized fuel and
smartphones for drivers. As part of its future
expansion, it plans to enter six other markets over
the next few years.

XENO Corporation, a Ugandan fintech startup, has
raised $2 million in seed funding Led by Beyond
Capital Ventures.

Ugandan Fintech Asaak
raised $30 million 

XENO raised $2million 
in seed funding 

Aéko Ongodia, the chief executive officer of XENO,
created the Uganda-based company in 2017.
Since its launch, XENO has aided 20,000
individuals with saving, investing, and planning,
and it intends to expand throughout Africa.

Millions of people in Africa can use this goal-
based investment platform to plan, save, and
invest for any financial goal starting with as little
as $3 via the web, an app, or USSD, with or without
internet connectivity.

Partnership with Private
Sector Foundation (PSF)
and Young Africa Works ~
Mastercard Foundation 

FITSPA entered into partnership with Private
Sector Foundation Uganda (PSF-U) and Young
Africa Works ~ MasterCard Foundation, February
2022.

The new partnership will foster mutually
beneficial collaboration among players in the
Fintech sector, the Private sector with a unique
interest in empowering the youth and women
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African startup funding broke new records in 2022 — reaching $4.8 billion, according to data from
startup tracker, Africa: The Big Deal. Startups raised $4.6 billion in 2021 itself a record year.

The biggest tech hubs kept their strong leads with Nigeria and Kenya each topping a billion dollars
in funding. Nigeria’s fintech unicorn Flutterwave and Kenya’s B2B retail platform Wasoko each raised
over $100 million for the top spots on the leaderboard.

Funding for African startups broke new records last year



WOMEN
I N  F I N T E C H
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Women in
Fintech
Our Women in fintech community is a growing segment of our stakeholder
ecosystem. We initiated key engagements this year and we will continue to
build structured programs to deliver even more value in 2023. 
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Hard work will set any woman apart in the
workplace, it is important to appreciate that at
times women will have to work twice as hard.
~ Sandra Hua Yao, Senior Vice President, Africa,
Thunes 

FITSPA is trying to upscale women in the
fintech space and give them the opportunity
to understand how sustainable businesses are
run. 

FITSPA Women was formed to create a more inclusive environment in the current
fintech landscape. Fintech is a male dominated business but more companies

are now focusing on including more women in leadership roles. There is a need to
create the right environment for them.. At a fundamental level, the need is to get

the job done well. 

Employees
in fintech are

women

Of  our 187  member 
companies,  

only 5 are 
women  led

Many times, qualified women do not
believe in themselves enough to take up
leadership positions. They always have to
be pushed to to take on lead roles.
~ Goretti Masadde CEO Uganda Institute of
Banking and Financial Services Uganda

 Positioning women for opportunity
GENDER INCLUSIONGENDER INCLUSION
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAR-TA0BxXy99L4sb2wup9U-sL93i4F1XOU
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAABqhN-sBfmDvknBmflBbQT2Al4HzzaAecHk


Women bring a unique approach to leadership in the
workspace, and it comes with its own unique value.
From their perspective, they will recognize and
address areas that could have otherwise gone
unnoticed.
~Jackie Mbabazi, ED Association of Microfinance
Institutions of Uganda 

The most engaging element of the Conference
discussions was the one about women. 
~Mona Ssebuliba – Chief Executive Officer, aBi
Finance

Hamwe EA has put in place an enabling
environment for women. Depending on the type
of work, there is no need for these women to
physically report to office yet they can still do
the same work remotely and still be productive.
~Stella Lugalambi, Founder and Director Hamwe
East Africa Limited 

While at the FITSPA  Annual Fintech
Conference 2022, women made pitch
presentations before a panel of judges to
qualify for a funding package to boost
their business with digital finance
solutions.

GENDER INCLUSION
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/association-of-microfinance-institutions-of-uganda/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hamwe-east-africa-limited/


On 9th March 2022, women in fintech hosted
women to a pitch competition to
commemorate the International Womens' Day.
The women discussed gender visibility in the
Fintech eco-system and thereafter hosted a
pitch competition where winners were
awarded with funding to facilitate the
application of digital financial solution to their
businesses.

GENDER INCLUSION

FITSPA highlights Womens'
Day  with Pitch competition

FITSPA joined the team from the Private Sector
Foundation to commemorate a beautiful
Womens' day Katale. The event presents
private sector driven business with
opportunities for Women and Girls. 

FITSPA at Womens' Day
Katale
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In recent years, fintech has opened up career
oportunities for women.

The emergence of women leadership in
fintech is now a reality on the African
continent and on 3rd March 2022, African
Shapers recognized the contribution of Zianah
Muddu, Engagement Partner, Fitspa and
Doreen Lukandwa, Vice President, Global
Enterprise, MFS Africa, to the fintech eco-
system.

GENDER INCLUSION

African Shapers recognizes
leading Fintech ladies ;
Zianah Muddu and Doreen
Lukandwa 
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FITSPA and FIA to sign an MOU in a bid to
support FITSPA members in compliance
and regulatory requirements under FIA,
disseminating information and
exchanging experiences with respect to
projects jointly undertaken.

ACTIVITIES
On 17th August, FITSPA and Financial
Intelligence Authority had an
introductory meeting that led to
more deliberate engagements with
members to gain shared
understanding of each stakeholders’
role in facilitating a safe eco-system. 

Key highlights :

FITSPA’s interest in establishing a
relationship with FIA as the regulator of
Fintechs trading virtual assets in order
to provide guidance in accordance with
set policies. 

Establish understanding of which Fintech
members trade in virtual assets and how
to ensure they are compliant with FIA
regulations. 

Knowledge sharing on issues of AML,
Terrorism Financing and Proliferation.

Promoting activities and advocacy with
stakeholders to promote laws, regulations
and policies that promote the adoption of
digital financial services and financial
inclusion and tapping into each other’s
networks with an aim of growing and
contributing to the advancement of the
entire financial training ecosystem.
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Other key
activities

An Innovation Fire-place:
Cost of Capital which was an Innovation
Fireplace Event that took place on 24th
August 2022

The challenges facing the rolling out of
microinsurance products for the
informal sector spun from Insurance
companies not being on the ground
and acquainted with the informal
sector and thus not understanding their
target market, to high cost of Insurance
premiums that the informal sector
might not be able to afford.

Key highlights :

It highlighted the state of ICT Infrastructure
across the country, adoption of ICTs and
factors impacting it.

National ICT Survey Launch which took place
on 8th September 2022, was conducted and
launched by NITA-U to establish the
Uganda’s state or progress in achieving the
National Strategy 2024. 

A Validation workshop for the Baseline
assessment of Microfinance needs for
informal traders in Ugandan Markets that
took place on 25th August 2022, was a
discussion following the research done by
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) and
Makerere University about the need for
customized microinsurance products to
meet the specific needs of the informal
traders population segment.

That the penetration of ICTs is still low
and needs to improve at both the MDA
and LGA levels.

That the cost of internet is very high
and calls for collaborative action
between the public and private sector
to work towards reducing it.

The extension of fiber across the
country is a priority and underway. This
is in a bid to extend enabling
infrastructure to all parts of the country
for ICT adoption.

Awareness and user digital skills
among the general population is very
limited and NITA-U plans to develop
nation-wide interventions in
collaboration with other stakeholders
to address this.

The key findings and suggestions were:

UCC Technical training in DFS: Launch
of the DFS Security Testing Laboratory
In Uganda 

The International Telecommunications
Union (ITU)in conjunction with the Uganda
communications Commission (UCC)
established a Digital Financial Services
(DFS) security testing laboratory Uganda,
an initiative developed to address the DFS
vulnerabilities as a way of protecting the
34.6 million mobile money subscribers in
Uganda.

The laboratory is now open and available
for all DFS companies to access at The UCC
house.
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Other key
activities

Media Training Workshop
FITSPA hosted  a media training immersion
on the industry for the media. Gad Agaba
conducted the training to induct the media
as key stakeholders on the industry.

FITSPA signed an MOU with the National
Payments Service Providers Association
in August 2022.

FITSPA signs MOU with National
Payments Services Providers
Association

FITSPA NEWSLETTER

The new partnership will allow us to
promote the development of standards
and laws to contribute towards a high
level of quality in the provision of
fintech services.
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Other key
activities

Partnership with NITA

FITSPA signed an MoU with National
Information Technology Association (NITA)
TAUganda1 in August 2022.
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The MoU was signed by the Executive
Director, Dr. Hatwib Muasa, Executive
Director of NITA Uganda and the FITSPA
Vice-Chairperson  
Henry Kevin Wava.

Among many things, the MOU will facilitate
the regulation of the Fintech sector,
combat cybercrime, and engage special
interest groups who are pivoted towards
driving e-services

With the enactment of the NPS Act 2020,
Financial Technology Service providers are
not permitted to facilitate the movement of
cryptocurrency as it is not provided for in the
law.

Complaints launched by parties who had lost
money caused the regulator to pay attention
to cryptocurrency activity. The regulator did
not ban it, but rather terminated the
facilitation through regulated fintech and
cautioned other users.

A proposition that with lessons learned from
the past as in the case of Fintech,
mechanisms like issuing letters of no
objection and operating under a national
regulatory sandbox for cryptocurrency
providers would be a good way forward.

FITSPA engages  Bank of Uganda on
Cryptocurrency

In May 2022, FITSPA held an interactive
engagement with Bank of Uganda on
Cryptocurrency. 

https://twitter.com/NITAUganda1
https://twitter.com/HenryKevinWava
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FITSPA Annual
Fintech Conference

On 13th and 14th October, FITSPA held its Annual Fintech conference, its first two day event
that was characterized by vibrant conversations on regulation, capital and investment,
green finance, digital trade and digital identity amongst others. 

Launch of the Feasibility Study Initiative facilitated by aBI Finance 

Key highlights :

Launch of the Members Funding Register that will profile members who are ready for
investment.
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We appreciate all our members and
partners who took the time to join us
for the 5th Annual General Meeting. 

Thank you for all the valuable
contribution you continue to make
towards the Financial Services
ecosystem. 
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We welcome all our new Board
members and thank our outgoing
members for their dedication to the
development of the Association and
its members.
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